FACTS
BOA
# 139

A funky reinterpretation of the traditional bench dining set. A
functionally sculptural piece of furniture for all ages to sit, lie
or stand on – indoors and out.
Boa can be used in two fundamentally different basic
positions (turned 90 degrees), typically set up in groups to
create spaces within spaces.
Design: BSAA Arkitekter
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TECHNICAL
DATA
TECHNICAL DATA

Material
Rotation moulded polyethylene, 6-7 mm thick, dyed. Moulded in one
piece. UV-resistant, stands up to weather, wear and tear. The material is
suitable for granulation and recycling.
Surfaces and friction
The products have a textured/granulated surface due to abrasive
blasting of the mold. This process enhances the friction and makes the
surface less slippery.
Authentication
TÜV approved as playground equipment acc. EN1176.

Red: RAL 3020

Limegreen: RAL 120 70 60
Orange: RAL 2003

Variant colours

Dimensions
L2400 x B1200 x H1200mm.
Volume: 630L
3-5 seats. Turnable

(approx. RAL)

Yellow: RAL 1018

Fixation
Fill with water (450 litres) / sand (450kg) through integrated plugs. Or
surface fixation (brackets to be ordred separately).
The height varies from 40 to 120cm. We recommend EN-1176 standard
safety surfacing within a 150cm radius of Boa.
Recycled and ecolabelled*
Recycled version is made from 100% recycled polyethylene plastic, of
which 85% comes from internal waste and production surplus, while
15% comes from. polyethylene bags.
Recycled version is ecolabelled, promoting circular economy and fulfils
UN’s sustainable development goal no.12 – Responsible consumption
and production.
Recycled version is available in anthracite variant, yet colour can vary
from order to order.
Maintenance
This product withstands most cleaning agents and chemicals and can
be cleaned using a high-pressure cleaner. The colour can be revived
using vinyl cleaner or similar
Product code
139 0101 Boa red / 43kg
139 0102 Boa limegreen / 43kg
139 0103 Boa orange / 43kg
139 0104 Boa yellow / 43kg
139 0109 Boa purple / 43kg
139 0111 Boa sandstone / 43kg
139 0113 Boa grey / 43kg
139 0117 Boa blue / 43kg
139 0115 BOa pastel blue / 43kg
139 0116 Boa mokka brown / 43kg
139 0118 Boa olive green / 43kg
139 0150 Boa white / 43kg
139 0120 Boa recycled anthracite / 43kg
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Purple: RAL 4004
Sandstone
Grey: RAL 7015
Blue: RAL 5010
Pastel blue: RAL 5024
Mokka brown: RAL 8028
Olive green: RAL 6025
White: RAL 9003
Recycled: Anthracite*

